Goal 3: Facilities -- Redevelop and expand needed living, learning, and research spaces

Goal Leader: Director of Facilities & Risk Management

**Strategy 3-A: Housing** -- Plan and secure sufficient housing on or near campus for all freshmen and sophomores.

**Strategy 3-B: Chemistry, Biology and Chemical Engineering** -- Restore and refurbish laboratories to meet the needs of Chemistry, Applied Biology, and Chemical Engineering.

**Strategy 3-C: Surbeck** -- Design and build expansion to Surbeck to accommodate expanded student dining & activity space.

**Strategy 3-D: Mineral Industries** -- Develop the commitments to refurbish and rebuild Mining, Materials and Metallurgy building to support research and teaching.

**Strategy 3-E: Maintenance and Repair** -- Improve the maintenance and infrastructure of the university and its environment.

**Action Step 3-E-1** Develop and begin to use a facilities condition index (or comparable industry standard) for some or all of our facilities.

**Action Step 3-E-2** Continue to improve facility condition over time by strengthening project planning and beginning the implementation of best practices for scheduled maintenance, repair and replacement.

**Strategy 3-F: Innovation and Research** -- In partnership with the community, expand space for innovation and research near campus.